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Techniques to be covered:
1. Accessible drop-down navigation
2. Use Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) for device 

independence
3. Visual cues for document links
4. Using the Acronym/Abbreviation Tag
5. Printable Web pages that keep reference to links
6. Content Translation



Accessible drop-down navigation



 
Forgiving to users lacking fine motor dexterity


 
Usable to mouse users and keyboard-only users


 
Indicates the presence of sub-menus


 
Screen Reader users can still access the dropdown 
menu

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What makes drop-down menus accessible?

 Forgiving to mouse-users who may not have fine motor dexterity (Arthritis, Parkinson's...). 
 Indicates the presence of sub-menus by automatically adding arrow images to relevant anchors.
 Users are able to see sub-pages without having to visit each main page local navigation.
 Screen reader users can still access the dropdown menu items as this is a CSS-based HTML navigation which means that screen reader users can still tab-through and select all the child links.




Accessible drop-down navigation
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Presentation Notes
The SuperFish menu is accessible to keyboard-only users and offers the following additional benefits:


Visit http://www.accessibleTech.org and use your keyboard’s TAB key to navigate through the main navigation links.

Other examples of accessible navigation menus:
 www.adapacific.org
 www.apidisabilities.org



Use Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) 
for device independence

What is a Cascading Style Sheet?

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a style sheet language 
used to describe the presentation semantics (that 
is, the look and formatting) of a document written 
in a markup language. Its most common application 
is to style web pages written in HTML and XHTML
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Presentation Notes

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a style sheet language used to describe the look and formatting of an HTML Web page. This CSS is designed primarily to enable the separation of document content (written in HTML) from document presentation. This separation can improve content accessibility, especially with device dependence. 

If you provide hover effects for the mouse, why not provide the same effects for keyboard-only users who could really benefit from keyboard-activated visual effects? 

What if we could take advantage of Style Sheets classes so that keyboard users can be aware of their location on a Web page without the use of a mouse?

These CSS Pseudo elements are helpful for links, form fields, buttons, and navigation elements among other Web objects.

There is an order that these pseudo classes MUST come in the style declaration in order to be effective: Link, Visited, Hover, Active, Focus

Let’s visit a Web site that takes advantage of pseudo classes: www.adapacific.org. use your keyboard’s TAB key to navigate through the Web pages navigation, links, forms and other objects without reliance on the mouse.



Use Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) 
for device independence

What is Device Independence?
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What is Device Independence?

Device independence is the process of making the web accessible by any device under any circumstance and by all people. 

To ensure device independence, Web pages must be designed so that, when rendered by user agents (browsers), the user's preferred input and output devices are supported. A user may prefer any combination of mouse, standard and non-standard keyboards, voice input or output, head wand, standard and non-standard pointing devices, or Braille devices. The document must be able to support any of these choices.



Use Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) 
for device independence

Who benefits from Device Independence?



 
Users of non-pointing input devices (keyboard-only 
users, Mouth stick, Head wand)


 
Users lacking fine motor control


 
Hand-held device users
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What is Device Independence?

Device independence is the process of making the web accessible by any device under any circumstance and by all people. 

To ensure device independence, Web pages must be designed so that, when rendered by user agents (browsers), the user's preferred input and output devices are supported. A user may prefer any combination of mouse, standard and non-standard keyboards, voice input or output, head wand, standard and non-standard pointing devices, or Braille devices. The document must be able to support any of these choices.



Use Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) 
for device independence

3 key (special) Pseudo classes:


 
a:hover - Link becomes active only when the user 
HOVERS over a link or other Web object 



 
a:active - link becomes active while the user CLICKS 
on the link or other Web object



 
a:focus - will be active only when the user TABS to 
links and other Web objects
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So, how does CSS help with Device Independence?

By providing Pseudo Classes. Pseudo classes are a type of class that allows you to apply different behaviors to Web objects depending on several types of actions performed upon them either with keyboard, mouse, or other input device. 

If you provide hover effects for the mouse, why not provide the same effects for keyboard-only users who could benefit from keyboard-activated visual effects? By taking advantage of the a:hover, a:active, and a:focus classes in combination,  this is possible.

What do the following pseudo-elements (or, classes) do?

 a:hover pseudo-class. With this class, a Link or other Web object becomes active only when the user HOVERS over a link or other Web object. When the user hovers off and away from the link, it will revert back to its default style.

 a:active pseudo-class. A link becomes active a short time while the user CLICKS on the link

 a:focus pseudo-class. This style will be active only when the user TABS to the Web object. The Web object (link, image etc.) will revert back to its default style when the user tabs away from the Web object.

These CSS Pseudo elements are helpful for many Web objects such as links, form fields, buttons, and navigation elements among other Web elements.

How to Implement:

  – Examine your CSS and ensure all instances of the :focus pseudo class have an accompanying :active pseudo class and a :focus pseudo class. If not,  ADD them in the following order to ensure that the mouse hover and keyboard focus behavior match :Hover, :Active, :Focus

Note that not all keyboard-activated effects should be provided to match hover actions. This is because as a computer mouse is a pointing device, most users are aware of their location on the Web page by the location of the mouse cursor. This should be considered on a case-by-case basis.

Let’s preview a screen recording of a Web site that takes advantage of pseudo classes for device independence: www.adapacific.org. use your keyboard’s TAB key to navigate through the Web pages navigation, links, forms and other objects to understand how reliance on the mouse is decreased with the focus placed on the Web objects.

[movie loading]



Visual cues for document links
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Presentation Notes
What lies behind these links?

For the links located in the Current Newsletter section, the additional information in parenthesis gives some detail that these are files. However the links in the Newsletter archive do not provide any visual information at all.

It is difficult to ascertain whether the links point to another Web page, to a document, to an e-mail link and so forth.



Visual cues for document links
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However, with visual cues that these links point to non-web files is a benefit to many user. This feature automatically applies little icons next to hyperlinks that signify if that link will take user offsite, open a popup, or link to a file (as opposed to another html page). �



Visual cues for document links

a[href$='.pdf'] { 
padding-right: 18px;
background: transparent 

url(../images/cue/icon_pdf.gif) no-repeat center right;
}

a.pdf { 
padding-right: 18px;
background: transparent 

url(../images/cue/icon_pdf.gif) no-repeat center right;
}

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a bit technical and I don’t expect you to take notes (a link to for info on this technique to be provided at the end of this slideshow). This is an example of  two methods in which a cascading style sheet can be written in order to automatically detect a link to a Portable Document Format file (.PDF) and insert an image of the Adobe Acrobat icon.

The first style (located on top, in red, shows a style that is designed to identify a link (href) that has the ‘.pdf’ file extension in the URL. When a link is found that matches this requirement, the style sheet will automatically add 18 pixels of padding to the right of the link and will position an image of the Adobe Acrobat icon in the background of this padded area.

The second style (below, in black) is designed for links to files in which there is no file extension embedded in the link. This is common for Web Content Management Systems (WCMS) where the link URL contains a page ID. In this scenario, the first CSS style would not work. However, the second style would be used in the form of adding the class ‘.pdf’ to the anchor tag. This would be a manual implementation for these types of links.�



Visual cues for document links

Who benefits from visual cues?

 Cognitive-impaired users
 Low-vision users
 Users with unsupported software
 Limited bandwidth 
 Language barriers
 Users with download limits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This feature automatically applies little icons next to hyperlinks that signify if that link will take user offsite, open a popup, or link to a file (as opposed to another html page). ��To see an example, visit the following page to see cues for files: �http://www.adapacific.org/ada/assistance.htm



Using the Abbreviation Tag
Page View: 

HTML View: 

<h1><abbr title="Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990">ADA</abbr> Distance…</h1>
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Presentation Notes
 By marking up acronyms and abbreviations you can give useful information to browsers, spellcheckers, screen readers, translation systems and search-engines.
 Both elements <acronym> and <abbr>, are helpful to sighted users and screen reader users that have enabled this option. 
 Both browsers do not read the title attributes for the <acronym> and <abbr> elements by default. You must select an option in the preferences ("Expand Acronyms" in JAWS) in order for them to be read aloud.



Using the Abbreviation Tag

Purpose of Abbreviation <Abbr> Tag


 

Mark up ambiguous terms, abbreviations, and 
acronyms to provide full information of the term for 
users who do not know the meaning.


 

Provide information to browsers, spellcheckers, 
screen readers, translation systems and search- 
engines
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 By marking up acronyms you can give useful information to browsers, spellcheckers, screen readers, translation systems and search-engines.
 The <acronym> tag is supported in all major browsers.�
 Both elements <acronym> and <abbr>, are helpful to sighted users and screen reader users that have enabled this option ("Expand Acronyms" in JAWS) in order for them to be read.

 Both browsers do not read the title attributes for the <acronym> and <abbr> elements by default. You must select an option in the preferences



Using the Abbreviation Tag

What about the Acronym <acronym> Tag?

The abbr element indicates that a text 
fragment is an abbreviation (e.g., W3C, 
XML, Inc., Ltd., Mass., etc.); this includes 
acronyms.

- World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) XHTML 2.0 Working Draft

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 You may ask yourself: “What about the Acronym tag?”

There had been much debate about when to use the acronym or abbreviation tag and which browser supported which tag. The latest working draft of the World Wide Web Consortiums XHTML specification finally puts the matter to rest. Using the abbreviation element encompasses acronyms.�



Printable Web pages that keep 
 reference to links

Presenter
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Providing a print version of your Web page that includes references to the links available on your page is a way to make your Web content accessible as a form of print media.



Content Translation

Presenter
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Content Translation

With the ubiquity of the Web, it's not uncommon for visitors to your Web site to not be fluent in the language provided in your pages. For these users, the inability for them to understand your content provides a barrier to access. 

Fortunately there are professional services and free tools that can help your organization open up your content to those who would otherwise not be able to. 



Content Translation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Google translate Automatic translation is convenient, free and although not perfect, it does helps users get the gist of the page. 

However, it's not a perfect substitute for professional translation. 

This free tool can play an essential role in enabling global communication help make your organization’s content more accessible to everyone.



Resources:


 
Accessible Drop-down Navigation 
www.virtual508.com/bp-word.html



 
Cascading style sheets for Device Independence 
http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG10/#gl-device-independence



 
Visual cues for document links 
http://www.askthecssguy.com/2006/12/hyperlink_cues_with_favicons.html



 
Using the Acronym or Abbreviation Tag 
http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml2/mod-text.html#sec_9.1.



 
Printable Web Pages that keep references to links 
http://www.alistapart.com/articles/improvingprint/



 
Content Translation 
http://translate.google.com/translate_tools?hl=en 
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